Warrington Asset Management Wins Pinnacle Award’s
5-year Best Options Strategy
(July 11, 2017) Warrington Asset Management’s Strategic Program won the 2017
Pinnacle Award’s 5-Year Best Options Strategy. For six years, the Pinnacle Awards
have recognized excellence in trading in the managed futures space. Warrington has been
nominated four times, and brought home the coveted award this year.
Headed by founder and principal trader Scott Kimple, Warrington Asset Management’s
programs utilize a fundamental, discretionary trading strategy using options on the S&P
500 index. The firm, founded by Kimple in 1997, has used the same underlying
methodology for all programs since its launch.
“We’re honored to receive the Pinnacle Award,” said Kimple, who accepted the award at
the June ceremony in Chicago. “It’s good to be recognized by the industry, as well as be
judged positively by our respected peers.”
Today with more than $110 million under management, Dallas-based Warrington has its
Strategic and Tactical programs that can be accessed through funds and separately
managed accounts. The firm utilizes both directional and non-directional option
strategies, focusing on the stock index futures markets. Directional strategies will utilize
options and combinations of options to position for specific market moves, while nondirectional strategies attempt to capture premiums on the sale of uncovered options.
The Warrington Strategic Program, which won the Pinnacle Award, had a 4.59% return
in 2016, and has a 10.09% compounded return since being launched in January 1997.
Warrington was exclusively offered through Morgan Stanley (and its predecessors) for 18
years until becoming an independent firm in 2015. Kimple, a third-generation Texan, has
traded client assets for 27 years.
The Pinnacle awards, sponsored by the CME Group and BarclayHedge, determine
winners based on more than 100 allocator interviews and surveys on best criteria they use
to select managers. The top five of these performance metrics were: correlations to
relevant indexes, length of performance history, minimal drawdown, net returns, and
risk-adjusted returns. Judged by these criteria and more, the top three programs in each of
the 14 categories were nominated. The program with the top score is the winner.
Warrington beat out Esulep Management and Global Sigma Group in the finals for Best
5-year Options Strategy.

About the Pinnacle Award: The Pinnacle Awards honor the best CTAs within certain predefined
categories. A complete list of those categories can be found on The Managed Futures Pinnacle Awards
website (www.mfpawards.com). The first step was to interview approximately a dozen professional asset
allocators and ask each one to provide us with a list of the five or six performance measures that they found
to be most useful in manager selection. All of the allocator’s choices elicited from the interviews were
tallied. The eleven performance metrics that received the most number of mentions were selected. Then, an
investor survey listing the selected metrics and asked the respondents to rank these from high to low based
on its value to them in manager selection. Each CTA that qualified for inclusion in a specific Pinnacle
Awards category was ranked on all five of these chosen metrics. A total ranking score was computed based
on summing the scores for each of the five metrics. The three CTAs having the best combined ranking
scores in each of the Pinnacle Awards categories were selected as the nominees for the category.

About Scott Kimple: Scott C. Kimple is the Founder, Principal and Portfolio Manager of Warrington
Asset Management. Mr. Kimple began trading stock and bond positions for his personal account in January
1984, and commodity futures and options in July 1989. In April 1991, Mr. Kimple formally began his
career as a trading assistant to Stan Finney, a highly successful trader at Shearson Lehman (a predecessor
firm to Morgan Stanley Wealth Management), gaining experience in multiple futures and options markets.
While working for Mr. Finney, Mr. Kimple researched, tested and honed his options-based trading strategy
that he has utilized at Warrington since 1997. Mr. Kimple received a BBA in finance from Southern
Methodist University and a MBA, with emphasis in finance and derivative securities, from SMU’s Cox
School of Business. Mr. Kimple holds the Series 3, 7 and 63 licenses.
About Warrington Asset Management: Launched in 1997 by Scott Kimple, Warrington is a CTA with a
20-year track record utilizing trading strategies focused on the S&P 500 Index options on futures.
Warrington ended its long-term internal affiliation with Morgan Stanley in January 2015. Warrington is
registered with the Commodity Futures Trading Commission and is a member of the National Futures
Association.

For more information, please contact Mark Adams. Mr. Kimple is available for interviews,
especially viewpoints on options trading, market volatility, alternative investments and general
market opinions.

Mark W. Adams
Assistant Portfolio Manager
200 Crescent Court, Suite 520
Dallas, TX 75201
Phone: 214.230.2102, e-mail: mark@warringtonasset.com

Disclaimer: Please note that investments in markets traded by Warrington involve significant
risk. The risk of loss in trading commodity interests can be substantial. Therefore, you should
consider carefully whether such trading is suitable for you. Trading in commodity interests often
involves the use of leverage which can amplify both gains and losses. All investments in
commodity interests should be made with risk capital only as investors could lose all or
substantially all of their investment. Past performance is not indicative of future results.

